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POSITIVE OUTLOOK
The sudden drop in commodity prices for forestry (down 49% since 
March) and dairy (Global Dairy Trade Price Index down 45% since 
February) have certainly shown the volatility of these markets, but 
also the cyclic nature of commodities. It would appear that sheep 
and beef farming is improving it’s position in their cycle with some 
forecasters pricing lamb at $6.25/kg in January, putting a 17kg lamb at 
$106/hd, and steer beef forecasts of $5.70/kg in January. Combined 
with a solid lambing for many there is a noticeable lift in sheep and 
beef farming confidence around New Zealand as we head into the 
new season. 

On the Paki-iti front, ram sales have continued to increase with all 
rams being sold last year. We continue to increase numbers for sale 
without compromising on quality. Using the 890ha (up to 670m asl) 
block as our testing ground means that we breed high performing 
sheep that produce results on hill country. We also believe a ram is 

REPORT FROM PAKI-ITI

2014 National Ewe Hogget Competition Judges - Muller Station, Awatere Valley, Blenheim 
L - R: Preston Hope, Steve Rabbidge (Convenor), Stewart Morton and Nick Clark

In May this year I was given the opportunity to judge the National 
Ewe Hogget competition. This saw three judges and a convenor 
travel 3500km throughout the North and South Island over two weeks, 
visiting some of the best ewe hogget flocks in New Zealand. The 
object of this exercise was to “select the flock replacements that were 
likely to be the most productive and profitable over their lifetime.” So 
our judging decisions weren’t just based on the ewe hogget’s, but on 
the whole flock. 

Some observations I took away from this experience include;

• Top ewe hogget farmers were top feeders.
Continued overleaf

an investment and therefore needs to last, so a focus on structural 
soundness and constitution is of utmost importance. 

CHECK OUT VIDEO FOOTAGE OF OUR SALE RAMS 
We have video footage on our website (www.paki-iti.co.nz) to 
showcase the rams we are selling. The 2013 footage will be updated 
prior to ram selling, so make sure you take a look. Additional video 
footage and information is also available on the website regarding our 
breeding operations and philosophies.

NATIONAL EWE HOGGET COMPETITION
• If you think you face challenges on your own farm or farm in a tough 

environment, visit other farms.

• Comparatively, the best of each breed we viewed were as good as 
each other.

• Nobody had the magic bullet answer to triplet survival.

• The top ewe hogget flocks were often sired by the very best rams 
their ram breeder had to offer.

• Most high performing ewe flocks were able to set themselves up to 
lamb on high covers.

Romney Suffolk Suftex Romtex
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• Wives and partners have a big input into many farming businesses.

• The use of crops and herbs have revolutionised how lambs are now 
finished and how ewe hogget’s are grown out.

• Many of the top ewe hogget lambing performances are now as high 
as some farmers 2-2th lambing performances.

• Many of the entrants closely monitor their business and stock 
performances using the likes of Stock Care and Farm IQ.

• North Island farmers appear more focussed on ewe weight 
efficiency, when compared to their South Island counterparts. 

• Because of this competition, it was noticeable that repeat entrants 
are improving what they do every year. 

• Top performers are profitable and are expanding their businesses.

What the competition showed was that lambing ewes at 150% +, 
finishing all lambs to good weights and lambing ewe hogget’s at 100% 
+ is achievable for many. Who knows what levels of performance can 
be achieved in another 10 years?

So what were the top performers achieving?
• Highest Hogget scanning = 150% Composite flock with Romney 

now going through.

• Most efficient ewe hogget’s* (Hogget scanning %/ewe hogget 
mating weight) – 140%/47kg = 3% of mating weight – Coopdale

• Highest Survival Hogget lambing* – 89% survival, 11% losses 
(scanned 140%, reared 125%) – Coopdale

• Most efficient ewes (Ewe scanning %/ewe mating weight) – 
181%/65kg = 2.8% of mating weight – Romney 

• Highest survival MA lambing* – 94% survival, 6% losses (Scanned 
180% (triplets not incl.) docked 170% – Coopdale 

• Growth rates/mean kill dates – 70% killed before weaning to 16.9kg, 
with all the lambs (2200) killed having a mean kill day of 85 days, 
which had them at 390gm/day through to kill – Composite

* Simon and Kirsten Englebrecht’s results.

2014 WINNERS
The overall winner was Simon and 
Kirsten Englebrecht, who were running 
4600su at Palmerston, Otago. Through 
having the right mix of genetics for 
their objectives and a lot of hard work 
at key times meant this couple were 
able to achieve impressive sheep 
performances. 

Photo courtesy of NZSBA

PAKI-ITI ROMTEX
“THE ROMTEX AS A MATERNAL OPTION OFFERS VERY GOOD LAMB PRODUCTION, WITH 
HIGH YIELDS AND GOOD LAMB SURVIVAL, UTILISING THE PAKI-ITI ROMNEY BASE.” 
Key Bloodline 2014
The key sire of this year’s Romtex rams is TAM 18/11. TAM 18/1 is ranked 5th of all breeds for Meat and Growth 
on SILACE. 

Romtex sale rams

ROMNEY AND ROMTEX UPDATE
Coming out of last year’s drought, which saw the recovery start in late 
May, there was anticipation that the coming season would be a good one, 
and it certainly started out that way. Then, as happened the year before, 
it got dry before mating. 

With an increase to 3550 ewes at mating this year at Paki-iti, we found 
ourselves running 12.6su/ha through to July 1st. By August this had 
decreased to 9.5su/ha in preparation for the start of lambing. Although 
pasture covers were below 1000kg/dm/ha, favourable lambing conditions 
has meant that with a third of the lambs tagged at the time of writing there 
is a 88% survival rate, with an expected lambing percentage in the mid 
150%, achieved on hill country with nil shepherding at lambing time. 

AI Programme 
This year we sourced the highest 
index Romney semen available to 
“infuse” with the Paki-iti bloodlines. To 
achieve this we used WA 3227/11, the 
10th highest performing Romney ram 
on SILACE. This ram has also been 
tested highly for facial eczema.

Immunity to Worms 
We are now into our fourth season of testing our ram hogget’s ability 
to respond effectively to parasite larval challenge using the CARLA test 
developed by AgResearch. As the ram hogget’s get more and more 
exposure to ingested larvae, their immune response to this challenge 

is measured. Animals with medium or high CARLA levels typically have 
up to 30% lower faecal egg count and better growth through a period 
of parasite challenge when compared to animals with lower levels of 
CARLA antibody.

Paki-iti 2014 Carla Results 

Protection 
Levels

CarLA IgA 
Range

Percentage

None or 
Trace

0.0-0.5 12.7% This animal will have very limited 

CARLA® antibody protection from 

parasitic worm larvae ingested from 

pasture.

Low 0.5-1.0 14.7% A low level CARLA® antibody was 

detected, which may provide some 

protection against larvae ingested 

from pasture.

Medium 1.0-5.0 45.1% There is an active CARLA® 

antibody response which is helping 

to protect this animal from parasitic 

worm larvae ingested from pasture.

High >5.0 27.5% The size of the response suggests 

the animal is responding well to a 

strong larval pasture challenge.

Total 100%

PAKI-ITI ROMNEY
“THE PAKI-ITI ROMNEY OFFERS ALL ROUND PERFORMANCE – GROWTH, FERTILITY, 
SURVIVAL AND CONSTITUTION USING A STEEP HILL COUNTRY PROPERTY AS A BREEDING 
TESTING GROUND.”
With 93% of Paki-iti being Class 6 land or steeper, it is a ‘survival of the fittest’ environment. We have concentrated 
on breeding full bodied, strong boned, and heavy muscled sheep that performs with growth, fertility and survivability 
in this environment. 

Key Bloodline – Paki-iti 479/11 – 1st Ranked Maternal Ram 2012
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PAKI-ITI SUFFOLK

“THE PAKI-ITI SUFFOLK AS A TERMINAL SIRE OPTION STILL OFFERS THE FASTEST 
GROWTH IN PROGENY, SUITING THE EARLY PREMIUM LAMB DRAFTS OR IF SOLD STORE, 
COMMANDING A PREMIUM WITH ITS DISTINCTIVE BLACK GENETIC MARKING.” 

We have been concentrating on breeding a more medium framed, hardier Suffolk with fast growth and high yields, 
with ram longevity being a main focus.

Key Bloodline – Paki-iti 240/12 – 4th Ranked Terminal Ram 2013

SUFFOLK AND SUFTEX UPDATE
With just under a thousand SIL recorded ewes and ewe hogget’s lambing 
in the terminal breeding programme this year we continue to breed more 
rams to meet the growing demand in both our Suffolk and Suftex options. 

Growth
We continue to be impressed by the growth rates of these sheep which 
saw the ram hogget’s (395 including hogget lambs) averaging 53.5kg on 
the 23rd of February (average 162 days old). What also impresses us is 
that they aren’t big framed sheep, but sheep with plenty of meat in the 
right places. 

C/T Scanning
After eye muscle scanning the ram hogget’s in February, the best of them 
(based on growth, meat and survival) were again sent down to Lincoln 
University to be C/T scanned. This improves the accuracy of our meat 
breeding programme and increases the genetic gain in this area.

Wintering at Paki-iti
In May, the ram hogget’s were again transported to the hills at Paki-iti to 
be wintered, and due to higher stocking rates, they certainly didn’t have 
it easy. This had the desired effect when the ram hogget’s returned down 
country and with the weaker constitution hogget’s being culled. 

Breeding Groups/Key investments
With our involvement in Suffolk NZ and Premier Suftex breeding 
groups we are able to identify and access other top genetics in New 
Zealand. These genetics have been incorporated into the 2014 breeding 
programme. Amongst others investments, we purchased a half share in 
Valdor 238/11, the No.1 sire on the Suffolk NZ Across Flock Analysis and 
we also got to use at Paki-iti the No.1 ram of all breeds on the SILACE for 
Meat and Growth, Mount Linton Suftex 4/10. Paki-iti 512/11 remains the 
No.1 Suffolk on SILACE for Meat and Growth. 

Export
In early August we exported scrapie free ewes and ewe hogget’s to 
Ireland. These will be part of a trial to see how New Zealand Suffolk’s 
perform in their conditions.

Lease Ram Hoggets
Due to the large numbers of Suffolk and Suftex ram lambs being bred we 
are able to offer lease ram hogget’s in the autumn. This option will suit 
those that may have had a change in breeding policy, or have retained 
extra ewes. 

Due to the potential risk of Brucellosis ALL commercial ram hogget’s that 
are leased out are bought back to isolation and then sent to the works. 

PAKI-ITI SUFTEX

“THE SUFTEX AS A TERMINAL SIRE OPTION OFFERS INCREASED MEAT YIELDS ENABLING 
PROGENY TO BE DRAFTED AT LOWER FINISHED WEIGHTS. THEY ALSO ADD ANOTHER 
OPTION AS A VERY TOUGH TERMINAL SIRE.”
Key Bloodline – Paki-iti 64/12 – 5th Ranked Terminal Ram 2013

WOOL LEVY – YES OR NO
By 10th October you will have been asked to vote on the Wool Levy 
Referendum. As with every decision there are two sides. The voice of 
reason says this is an opportunity for a unified approach to research and 
development, education and promotion. For an industry worth $700m 
there needs to be a united voice. 

The opposing argument is what difference will $4.2m of levy money do, 
with only $2.7m to be spent on promotion and $0.5m to be spent on R&D. 
Many farmers still remember the millions of dollars that were spent under 
the old Wool Board, so what’s going to be different this time?

The bottom line is that we do need to improve the profitability of growing 
wool and better yet, find alternative uses for wool – if technology can turn 
recycled plastic bottles (P.E.T.) into a carpet that has all the characteristics 
of a woollen carpet, why can’t we turn wool into a biodegradable plastic 
bottle with all the characteristics of a plastic bottle? This will happen, but 
we need to invest in research and development to make this happen and 
the wool levy is where this investment should begin. 

 Ram
Muscle in

Hindquarter
Muscle in

Loin
Muscle in
Shoulder

CT Carcass
Muscle Yield

Lowest 
PK 920/13

22.0% 17.2% 17.6% 56.8%

Highest 
PK 909/13

31.5% 21.3% 24.4% 77.2%

Average of 
C/T rams

27.0% 18.9% 21.5% 67.4%

With the heritability of CARLA antibody response being 0.25-0.30, the 
aim is to breed all rams into the Medium to High Protection Level and 
breed sheep whose immune response occurs at a younger age.

Export
In July 2014 Paki-iti exported Romney genetics to Nepal as part of a 
wider breeding scheme to improve local sheep performance. Progeny 
will have to quickly adapt as Nepalese flocks migrate from the lower hills 
(800–900m asl) up to the high alpine pastures (3600–4800m asl) and 
back again as the seasons determine the availability of feed.

Breeding Groups
The speed of progress in one’s breeding objectives is enhanced 
significantly when working with like minded breeders and we are 
fortunate to be involved in various breeding groups that bring positivity 
to what we are all trying to achieve – to breed the most profitable sheep. 
This season we have docked over 700 lambs that is part of a North 
Island progeny trial. This trial is linked with a corresponding South Island 
Romney progeny trial measuring growth rate and meat yield. This trial is 
now into its ninth year.  
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WARRANTY:  Every ram sold carries 
a guarantee of a performance with a 

12 month replacement policy.

CONTACT DETAILS
Stewart Morton:  Ph (06) 328 5772  Mob (0274) 453 110

Andrew Morton:  Ph (06) 328 2856  Fax (06) 328 2812  Mob (0274) 488 511

Email: pakiroms@farmside.co.nz

WHAT MAKES UP THE PERFORMANCES THE RAMS ARE SOLD ON?
As all rams are sold on their overall SIL performance, it is important to 
know how this is comprised.	  

	  
	  
The	   Romney/Romtex	   Overall	   Index	   aims	   to	   improve	   both	   lamb	   production	   and	   replacement	   ewe	  
performance.	   Weaning	   Weight	   and	   Carcase	   Weight	   (growth	   after	   weaning)	   have	   such	   a	   high	  
contribution	  to	  the	  overall	  index	  because	  there	  is	  a	  high	  correlation	  between	  good	  growth	  equalling	  
good	   fertility	   and	   good	  wool.	   Carcase	  Weight	   has	   the	   highest	   contribution	   because	   it	   is	   the	  most	  
accurate	  predictor	  of	  this	  growth	  following	  the	  removal	  of	  the	  mother’s	  influence	  at	  weaning.	  	  
	  
Traits	   that	   are	   lowly	  heritable	  have	  a	   lesser	   contribution,	   such	  as	   Survival,	   Survival	  Maternal	   (ewe	  
mothering	   ability),	   Weaning	   Weight	   Maternal	   (ewe	   milking	   ability)	   and	   Number	   of	   Lambs	   Born.	  	  
There	  is	  a	  negative	  weighting	  against	  ewe	  weight	  as	  this	  recognises	  that	  there	  is	  a	  ‘cost’	  to	  having	  big	  
ewes.	  	  The	  overall	  indexes	  are	  a	  guide	  to	  the	  ram’s	  performance,	  but	  if	  someone	  wanted	  to	  target	  an	  
individual	  trait	  then	  they	  should	  pay	  attention	  to	  the	  performance	  of	  that	  trait.	  

	   	  
The	  Suffolk/Suftex	   Index	  has	  a	   focus	  on	   lamb	  production,	  Lamb	  survival	   to	  weaning,	  Lamb	  Growth	  
and	  carcass	  merit	  (Meat).	  The	  bulk	  of	  this	  is	  made	  up	  of	  lamb	  growth	  on	  mum	  (weaning	  weight)	  and	  
carcase	  weight	  which	  is	  the	  growth	  after	  weaning.	  Again	  the	  reason	  carcase	  weight	  has	  such	  a	  high	  
contribution	   is	   that	   it	   is	   the	  most	   accurate	  predictor	  of	   growth	   following	   the	   removal	  of	  mother’s	  
influence	   at	  weaning.	   The	   general	   rule	   of	   thumb	   is	   that	   good	  early	   growth	   also	   equals	   good	   later	  
growth.	  
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The Romney/Romtex Overall Index aims to improve both lamb 
production and replacement ewe performance. Weaning Weight and 
Carcase Weight (growth after weaning) have such a high contribution 
to the overall index because there is a high correlation between good 
growth equalling good fertility and good wool. Carcase Weight has the 
highest contribution because it is the most accurate predictor of this 
growth following the removal of the mother’s influence at weaning. 

Traits that are lowly heritable have a lesser contribution, such as 
Survival, Survival Maternal (ewe mothering ability), Weaning Weight 

Maternal (ewe milking ability) and Number of Lambs Born. There is a 
negative weighting against ewe weight as this recognises that there is 
a ‘cost’ to having big ewes. The overall indexes are a guide to the ram’s 
performance, but if someone wanted to target an individual trait then they 
should pay attention to the performance of that trait.
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WHEN TO SELL
Every year farmers are faced with the same decisions around 
weaning time ‘should we sell some lambs store or work to finish them 
ourselves?’ Very often the hill country pastures are in surplus and the 
schedule is still good, so on the surface holding on to lambs to finish 
is the best option. But a number of points need to be considered when 
making this decision:

• What is the feed quality like? Lambs do not grow well on poor 
quality pasture.

• Schedule drop – it will not hold up for the entire selling season.

• Ewe condition – the ewes will have lost weight since lambing and 
their wool might be hiding their true condition.

• True cost to finish – more expenses and deaths will erode the profit.

Whether the decision is to keep or sell the lambs, the market prices 
vs. the potential lamb growth should be looked at – feed supply should 
not be the primary consideration. This extra feed could go into other 
stock. December 15th vs. February 15th – what is the difference? 
Sixty odd days later, Christmas has been, and the lambs if not sold 
have grown, but you have to ask – has any value been added to the 
lamb?

*average store prices from the last 5 years used and is close to what 
is predicted this season

These increases in value do not include; another drench, dagging, 
flystrike, deaths, labour and interest, (can be over $5 per head). The 
table above indicates that there is not a lot of profit in holding on to 
lambs particularly in respect of the heavier lambs.

If the lambs are only growing at 50 grams per day (and the reality is 
that a lot of hill country lambs are only grown at this rate) the returns 
are reduced to 1.4c/kg DM, 6.7c/kg DM and 8.7c/kg DM for the lighter 
lambs.

The reality is they need to be growing well over 100 grams per 
day to make it worthwhile keeping them.

If not, and they are sold and the assumption is made that the extra feed 
not given to lambs is then offered to ewes and they gain condition, this 
in turn should equate to improved ewe performance and better profit. 
A ewe carrying an extra 3.5 kgs liveweight at mating will produce 1 kg 
more lamb for sale. On a farm that sells 3000 lambs each year, the 
potential profit then equates to over $16,000, not including extra body 
weight for hogget’s and extra wool produced. Just because there is 
plenty of feed on the farm it does not mean more profit will be made 
by holding onto lambs – which comes back to the old saying – you are 
not failing if you do not finish!

3 lamb sizes 32.5 kgs 27.5 kgs 22.5kgs

December 15th 
value

$2.70/kg* $2.70/kg* $2.75/kg*

Lamb value $87.75 $74.25 $61.88

February 15th

Grown at 100 
grams per day

38.7kgs 33.6kgs 28.6kgs

Store value $2.50/kg* $2.50/kg* $2.60/kg*

Lamb value $96.75 $84 $74.36

Value increased 10c/kg DM 13.8c/kg DM 20.8c/kg DM

The Suffolk/Suftex Index has a focus on lamb production, Lamb survival 
to weaning, Lamb Growth and carcass merit (Meat). The bulk of this is 
made up of lamb growth on mum (weaning weight) and carcase weight 
which is the growth after weaning. Again the reason carcase weight has 
such a high contribution is that it is the most accurate predictor of growth 
following the removal of mother’s influence at weaning. The general rule 
of thumb is that good early growth also equals good later growth.


